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Identifying limiting factors is crucial for a better understanding of the dynamics of the resistive switching
phenomenon in transition-metal oxides. This improved understanding is important for the design of
fast-switching, energy-efficient, and long-term stable redox-based resistive random-access memory
devices. Therefore, this work presents a detailed study of the SET kinetics of valence change resistive
switches on a time scale from 10 ns to 104 s, taking Pt=SrTiO3=TiN nanocrossbars as a model material.
The analysis of the transient currents reveals that the switching process can be subdivided into a linear-
degradation process that is followed by a thermal runaway. The comparison with a dynamical
electrothermal model of the memory cell allows the deduction of the physical origin of the degradation.
The origin is an electric-field-induced increase of the oxygen-vacancy concentration near the Schottky
barrier of the Pt=SrTiO3 interface that is accompanied by a steadily rising local temperature due to Joule
heating. The positive feedback of the temperature increase on the oxygen-vacancy mobility, and thereby on
the conductivity of the filament, leads to a self-acceleration of the SET process.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.6.064015
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the phenomenon of bipolar resistive
switching in transition-metal oxides based on the valence
change mechanism (VCM) has gained much attention for
the use as an alternative nonvolatile memory technology in
redox-based resistive random-access memory (ReRAM)
[1–3]. Digital information in these VCM cells is encoded
in different resistance states, which can be changed by
appropriate electrical signals. As the conventional memory
technologies like NAND flash approach their physical
scaling limits, ReRAM appears to be a viable replacement
due to its superior scalability, good endurance of about 1012
cycles, and fast device operation down to 100 ps [4–7].
ReRAM devices are also in the discussion for logic-in-
memory applications and for pattern-recognition tasks in
neuromorphic circuits [8], thus showing multiple fields for
potential applications besides data storage [9].
VCM cells have a bipolar operation scheme, which
means that different voltage polarities are needed for the
SET, i.e., switching the cell from the high resistive state
(HRS) to the low resistive state (LRS), and the RESET, i.e.
switching it back to the HRS. Basically, a VCM cell
consists of a metal-insulator-metal stack with a typically
binary or ternary transition-metal oxide (HfO2, TiO2,
Ta2O5, SrTiO3) as the insulating layer [1,10]. The origin
of this resistance change is the migration of mobile
donors (here oxygen vacancies) inside of the oxide and
a corresponding valence change of the cation sublattice [1].
Since its defect chemistry has been thoroughly studied,
strontium titanate (STO) is often considered a model
material [11]. The polarity dependence of VCM-type
resistive switching is usually attributed to the Schottky
barrier that forms at the metal-oxide interface [12,13]. By
choosing electrodes with significantly different work func-
tions and oxygen affinities, the active interface can be
determined. Here, it is the Pt=STO interface since the work
function of platinum is significantly higher compared to TiN
(5.65 eV compared to 4.3 eV) [14].
Most cells require an initial electroforming process
during which oxygen is locally removed from the oxide,
thus leading to the formation of a conductive filament [1].
During the SET operation, the oxygen vacancies are
attracted by a negative-voltage bias applied to the active
electrode, thereby increasing the donor concentration at the
Pt=STO Schottky interface of the filament. This increase
results in a low cell resistance, the LRS. By application of a
positive voltage, the oxygen vacancies are repelled from the
active electrode, thus decreasing the oxygen-vacancy con-
centration and rebuilding the Schottky barrier. As a result,
the resistance state of the cell changes into the HRS.
The kinetics of both switching processes are known to be
highly nonlinear [15–21]. This nonlinearity of the switch-
ing kinetics is an essential requirement for the memory
function that aims to combine fast switching with high
retention. Both states, HRS and LRS, should be stable at
low voltages, while the cell should switch at only moder-
ately higher voltages. This requirement is summarized*fleck@iwe.rwth‑aachen.de
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under the so-called voltage time dilemma [22,23]. As was
already discussed in previous works, the current through
the cell increases the local temperature in the filament by
means of Joule heating. The higher temperature results
in an increased mobility of the oxygen vacancies, thus
enabling a faster switching process [16–17,19,22,24–26].
Here, we report an experimental study of the SET kinetics
of resistive switching cells based on STO covering 12
orders of magnitude between 10 ns and 104 s. An accurate
analysis of the transient currents reveals that the SET
process starts with a slow, gradual resistance change that
is followed by a much faster runaway. This development is
not only present in the STO devices, which are used as
model devices in this work. Therefore, some key aspects of
this work will also be discussed for the Ta=TaOx=Pt
device discussed in Refs. [24,27]. Measurements on three
additional stacks are presented in Figs. S1–S3 in the
Supplemental Material [28].
Both processes, gradual resistance change and abrupt
runaway, have been demonstrated in the literature, but they
have usually been discussed separately due to different
means of experimental analysis. Gradual processes have
been studied by pulse sequences, with the device resistance
measured after each pulse [29–32]. However, this method
does not provide any information on the transient changes
during the pulses. Conventional pulse measurements, on the
other hand, often do not provide the current resolution
necessary for identifying the often much less pronounced
gradual effect [17,18,24,27,33,34]. In contrast to previous
works that focused on either the gradual switching by pulse
sequences [29–32] or the spontaneous runaway [18,17,24,
27,33,34], this work aims to describe the complete SET
process as a whole. For this reason, the dynamical compact
model proposed by Siemon et al. [35] has been adapted
regarding the electrical properties to match the dynamic
behavior of thePt=STO=TiNdevices. The simulation results,
which describe the experimental data well, clearly propose
the continuous increase of the oxygen-vacancy concentration
in the gradual phase. The observation of the oxygen-vacancy
drift arising already in the early stages of the SET event has
strong consequences for the physical description of the SET
process in VCM-type resistive switching devices, which are
discussed in this paper.
II. EXPERIMENT
The VCM-type resistive switching devices utilized in
this study are built from nanocrossbar structures measuring
ð100 × 100Þ nm2 built on thermally oxidized silicon sub-
strates. The layer stack from bottom to top is composed
from 30 nm Pt=8 nm SrTiO3=30 nm TiN [see Fig. 1(a)].
The electrode layers are deposited by sputtering. The
ultrathin oxide layer is grown at 360 °C by plasma-assisted
atomic-layer deposition, followed by an annealing step in
nitrogen atmosphere at 600 °C to promote crystallization.
Details on the atomic-layer-deposition process and
integration issues are described elsewhere [36–38]. VCM
cells usually require an initial electroforming step before
they can be switched resistively. For the partly crystallized
ultrathin STO layers, around 50% of the cells are already
in the LRS, thus requiring no additional electroforming.
The remaining cells are formed using a voltage ramp with
a current compliance of−10 μA, with the majority (approx-
imately 60%) of them forming at less than−2 V. Figure 1(b)
shows a forming curve of a Pt=STO=TiN nanocrossbar (the
red curve) together with a typical I-V curve of the later
resistive switching (the blue curves). Starting in the HRS, the
current increases gradually with an increasing negative
voltage until the SET at −1 V, marked by a rapid rise in
current. Contrary to the SET, the RESET, which starts at 1.4 V,
has amore gradual nature. For reasons of compatibility to the
pulse measurements described in the following, the dc I-V
curves are also measured without any current compliance.
For the electrical measurement of the transient-current
response upon voltage stress, two different setups fitting
different time scales are used. On a time scale below 1 s,
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FIG. 1. (a) Geometry of the ð100 × 100Þ nm2 crossbar devices
composed of Pt=8 nm SrTiO3=TiN. All voltages are given with
respect to the bottom electrode. (b) Current-voltage character-
istics of the forming (red line) and switching (blue lines) of a
typical Pt=STO=TiN cell. The dashed markings indicate the
forming, SET, and RESET voltages.
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pulse measurements are performed using a Keithley
4200-SCS equipped with a 4225-PMU and two remote
amplifiers. The voltage pulses are applied at one channel of
the PMU, which is connected to the platinum bottom
electrode. Meanwhile, the other channel, which is con-
nected to the titanium-nitride top electrode, is used for
precision measurement of the transient current. Each cycle
consists of a total of four single pulses. Every second
cycle is used as a preparation cycle with fixed parameters.
The test cycles (i.e., every other cycle) use a SET with
systematically varied parameters. All cycles started with a
10 μs RESET pulse of 2.3 V, which puts the cell in the target
HRS of about 100–200 kΩ verified by a −0.5V, 1 ms
READ. If the target resistance is not reached, the results of
this cycle are discarded. Afterwards, a SET pulse switches
the cell back to the LRS and a second READ verifies the
resistance change and completes the cycle. Whereas the SET
pulse of the preparation cycles is kept at a 10 μs duration
and −1.4 V, the SET parameters, i.e., the pulse width and
the amplitude, of the remaining test cycles are varied
systematically. Starting with a 100-ns-long voltage pulse
at −1.5 V, the SET amplitude is reduced in steps of 20 mV
with every test cycle until no switching is observed in three
consecutive test cycles. In this case, the SET pulse length is
increased by a factor of 10 and the voltage is reset to
−1.5 V. This method is repeated up to a pulse length of 1 s,
where the PMU reaches its limitations.
Electrical measurements on the time scale above 1 s are
performed using a Keithley 2636A source meter, with the
time measured by the internal clock of the measurement
computer. The state of the cell is defined by a bipolar-
voltage sweep run between −1.5 and 2.3 V, respectively,
with a slew rate of 1 V=s, first setting the cell and then
resetting it to the desired HRS. Afterwards, a constant
negative voltage between −0.75 and −1.2 V is applied for
up to 105 s to set the cell into the LRS. In a case where the
SET event occurs before the end of this period, the voltage is
maintained for about 20 s and then reduced to 0 V to avoid
damaging the cell by constant high currents.
The temporal evolution of the voltage signals applied for
both pulse schemes are depicted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show exemplary current
transients during the SET operation. The 10 μs pulse at
−1.2 V, depicted in Fig. 2(c), exhibits two nearly constant
current levels at about−10 μA (HRS) and−380 μA (LRS),
with a rather spontaneous transition from the absolute lower
level to the higher after about 6.5 μs. The time passed
between the pulse amplitude reaching 90% of its maximum
value and the beginning of this SET transition is named tSET.
When comparing the transient current of the−1.2V pulse to
the transient current of a −0.8V pulse [see Fig. 2(d)], the
most obvious difference is a linear increase of the HRS
current from−2.74 to−16 μA before the SETevent happens
at 511 s. Its slope, termed pre-SET-slope, is extracted from a
linear fitting of the current (the solid black line), starting at its
beginning and ending at tSET. The origin of this linear
degradation in the HRS resistance and the reason for the
degradation being unnoticeable in faster pulses is the focus
of Sec. IV. Another important difference between the high-
voltage fast SET [see Fig. 2(c)] and the low-voltage slow SET
becomes obvious only if one takes an even closer look at the
SET transition itself [see the inset of Fig. 2(d)]. In fact, the SET
transition exhibits a gradual nature, and, for the low-voltage
SET, it takes 1.9 s until the LRS is reached. This time
difference between tSET and 90% of the absolute maximum
of the current is now defined as transition time ttrans.
This transient behavior of a gradual resistance change
followed by a much faster runaway has also been reported
for the electroforming of TiOx and TaOx ReRAM cells
[39–41]. Based on a thermal runaway, the gradual process
observed in these papers is of an electronic nature and
therefore is volatile.
With the aim of testing whether the degradation of the
HRS resistance before the SET is volatile (or nonvolatile),
the measurements in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are repeated with
pauses of 1 s duration every 10 s during which no voltage is
applied to the cell. An example of such a SET with pauses
is presented in Fig. 3(a). No difference in the degradation
is found and the current level after the pause is the same as
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FIG. 2. Measurement schemes for the pulse measurements with
SET pulse lengths (a) below 1 s and (b) above 1 s. Voltage and
current transients showing two SET events on different time scales
are shown in (c) and (d). (c) For a 10 μs pulse at a −1.2V
amplitude, the SET occurs after 5.8 μs. (d) A constant voltage of
−0.8 V is applied to the cell. Before the SET event after 511 s, the
current increases linearly. The solid black line represents the
linear fit used to quantify the pre-SET-slope. (Inset) Definition of
the transition time.
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before it. Consequently, the resistance degradation is at
least stable on a time scale of 1 s, and purely electronic
effects can be excluded as its origin.
As a variation of this experiment, the voltage is reduced not
to 0 V but instead to a READ voltage of−0.5 V. A schematic
of the applied pulse sequence is depicted in the inset of
Fig. 3(b). An exemplary resistance vs time plot of a −0.88V
pulse [see Fig. 3(b)] reveals that the resistance measured
during the READ pulses follows the resistance degradation.
Note that experimental findings of a linearly increasing
current prior to the SET transition are not only made on
STO-based resistive switches. Instead, analog experiments
reveal the same behavior also for TaOx-based devices
(see Fig. 4). The measurements are conducted on the same
samples that were used by Nishi [42]. They consist of a
Ta=TaOx=Pt stack with an 11-nm-thick thermally oxidized
TaOx as functional oxide and ð25 × 25Þ μm2 top electrodes.
The applied pulse schemes are the same as those used with
the STO devices, aside from a higher RESET amplitude of
2.5 V and a higher maximum SET amplitude of −2.2 V.
Another example measured on a ZrOx-based device is
found in Fig. S1, together with additional measurements
on different STO- and TaOx-based devices (see Figs. S2
and S3 in the Supplemental Material [28]).
III. DYNAMICAL COMPACT MODEL
The used compact model is based on the memristive
model for TaOx by Siemon et al. [35]. According to the
authors of Ref. [13], the switching is thought to occur by a
modulation of the barrier transport resulting from the
change in ion concentration close to the appropriate inter-
face. Thus, for the zero-dimensional compact model, the
filamentary region is split into two parts called plug and
disc. The plug describes the well-conducting region that
consists of a reduced oxide with a high concentration of
oxygen vacancies. The region between the front of the
plug and the Pt electrode is called disc. Switching is
characterized by a change of the oxygen-vacancy concen-
tration in the disc. The donor concentration in the plug,
Nplug, remains constant during switching and serves as
an oxygen-vacancy reservoir for the disc. The oxygen-
vacancy concentration in the disc, Ndisc, is used as the state
variable. The geometrical dimensions of the filament are
fixed. However, in the LRS, the concentration of oxygen
vacancies in the disc equals the concentration in the plug,
creating a continuous and homogeneous filament.
The change of oxygen vacancies in the disc can be
modeled in terms of an ionic current Iion between plug
and disc, which depends on the local temperature and the
electric field. Ionic hopping conduction over a potential
barrier ΔWA modified by the electric field in the disc Edisc
at temperature T is described by the Mott-Gurney law [14]:
Iion ¼ AzVOecVOaν0 exp

−ΔWA
kBT

sinh

azVOeEdisc
2kBT

;
ð1Þ
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where a equals the hopping distance, v0 the attempt
frequency, and A the cross-sectional area of the filament,
with A ¼ πr2fil and filament radius rfil. In addition, zVO is the
oxygen-vacancy-charge number, e the elementary charge,
and kB the Boltzmann constant. The concentration cVO is
modeled as an average of plug and disc concentration:
cVO ¼
Nplug þ Ndisc
2
: ð2Þ
The change of the disc concentration is then
dNdisc
dt
¼ − 1
zVOeAldisc
Iion; ð3Þ
where ldisc is the length of the disc. The oxygen-vacancy
concentration in the disc is kept between limits of Ndisc;min
andNdisc;max by converting every calculated value outside of
these limits toNdisc;min andNdisc;max, respectively.No ion flux
across the metal-oxide interfaces is considered. The temper-
ature and the local electric field in the disc are obtained from
the thermal and electrical models, respectively.
The equivalent circuit diagram of the TiN=STO=Pt
device is shown in Fig. 5. The Pt=STO interface is modeled
by a Schottky diode whose barrier is varied by Ndisc. In
contrast to the original model [35], the HRS is modeled
solely by the current through the filament, and no addi-
tional current path is considered. The leakage current is
neglected, as the investigated device area in this work is 4
orders of magnitude smaller than in the reference work.
The SET occurs with negative voltage applied to the Pt
bottom electrode and, thus, in the reverse direction of the
diode. Thermionic-field emission describing tunneling of
thermally exited electrons across a potential barrier is
assumed to be the dominating current contribution in the
reverse direction of the diode [43]:
ISchottky;V<0 V
¼ −AA TS
kB
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
πE00e

−VSchottky þ ϕBn
cosh2ðE00kBTÞ
s
· exp
−eϕBn
E0

exp
−eVSchottky
ε0

− 1

: ð4Þ
A denotes the effective Richardson constant and eϕBn
the effective barrier height. VSchottky is the voltage across
the diode. The parameters E00, E0, and ε0 are defined as
follows [43]:
E00 ¼
eh
4π
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
zVONdisc
mε
r
; ð5Þ
E0 ¼ E00 coth

E00
kBT

; ð6Þ
ε0 ¼ E00ðE00=kBTÞ − tanhðE00=kBTÞ : ð7Þ
As first approximation, the electron mass is used instead
of the effective electron mass m, h is the Planck constant,
and ε is the dielectric permittivity of the oxide. Owing to
the applied electric field, the Schottky-barrier height eϕBn0
is reduced according to [43]
eϕBn ¼ eϕBn0 − e
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e3zVONdiscðϕBn0 − ϕn − VSchottkyÞ
8π2ε3ϕB
4
s
;
ð8Þ
where eϕn is the energy difference between Fermi level
and conduction band and εϕB the permittivity related to the
process of image-force barrier lowering, which can differ
from the static permittivity. The STO=TiN interface is
modeled as Ohmic contact in the resistance Rcontact com-
bined with the series resistances of the electrodes. Ohmic
conduction is assumed in plug and disc. Thus, the plug
resistance Rplug and the disc resistance Rdisc are calculated
using
Rplug ¼

lplug
ezVONplugμnA

· exp

ΔWac
kBT

; ð9Þ
Rdisc ¼

ldisc
ezVONdiscμnA

· exp

ΔWac
kBT

; ð10Þ
with electron mobility μn and length of the plug
lplug ¼ ðlcell − ldiscÞ. ΔWac is the activation energy of the
electrons. With Vdisc being the voltage across the disc
VSchottky
Rplug
Rcontact
Rdisc
Vapplied
TiN
Pt
plug
lcell
ldisc
STO
lplug
disc
FIG. 5. Equivalent circuit diagram representing the electrical
model of the TiN=STO=Pt device. As in the measurements, the
voltage is applied to the bottom electrode.
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resistance, the local electric field used in Eq. (1) for the ion
movement is
Edisc ¼
Vdisc
ldisc
: ð11Þ
The local temperature in the filament is increased due to
Joule heating. As it was shown in a 2D model that the
temperature along the filament is rather homogeneous [12],
one single temperature for the whole filament is assumed.
Taking into account that the power dissipation is highest in
the disc, the thermal model reads
T ¼ VdiscISchottkyRth;eff þ T0: ð12Þ
Thereby, Rth;eff is the effective equivalent thermal resis-
tance of the device and T0 is the ambient temperature.
Using Newton’s method,
0 ¼ Vapplied − VSchottky − ISchottky(VSchottky; Ndisc; TðVÞ)
× ½Rdisc(Ndisc; TðVÞ)þ Rplug(TðVÞ)þ Rcontact
ð13Þ
is solved forVSchottky at each time step, withVapplied being the
applied voltage to the bottomelectrode.Then all variables are
updated using the new VSchottky, as well as T and Ndisc from
the last time step [Eqs. (4)–(11)]. After that, the temperature
is calculated [Eq. (12)] and, finally, the disc concentration is
updated via Eqs. (1)–(3). To solve the ordinary differential
equation, an Euler method is applied.
All parameters used in the simulation can be found in
Table I. They are chosen within physically reasonable
limits and fitted to match the HRS currents of the
experimental data (see Fig. S4 in the Supplemental
Material [28]) and the cell dynamics.
For the SET operation, incorporating ion diffusion would
lead to an additional ionic flux from the plug to the disc,
and thus in parallel to the flux driven by the electric field.
Consequently, the SET transition would occur faster.
However, for a sufficiently stable HRS on the considered
time scale, the ion flux driven by the electric field is highly
dominating and diffusion is neglected, as small adjustments
in the simulation parameters for compensation are made.
In the HRS, the voltage drops almost completely across
the Schottky diode and the disc (see Fig. S5 in the
Supplemental Material [28]). As the Schottky-barrier
height is small, the dominating element in the HRS for
all voltages from −0.8 to −1.5 V is the disc resistance,
Rdisc, which is assumed to be linear dependent on the
voltage. Consequently, the overall I-V relationship in this
voltage range is nearly linear (see Fig. S4 in the
Supplemental Material [28]). While this assumption is
certainly not true for very small voltages, it fits to the
measured HRS currents of the STO device in the studied
voltage range reasonably well.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimentally determined dependence of the SET
time tSET on the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 6(a),
revealing the as-expected high nonlinearity of the switching
kinetics. Starting just above −0.8 V, with a spreading
between 1 and 104 s, the SET time decreases to a few
nanoseconds at −1.49 V. In Fig. 6(b), the voltage depend-
ence of the pre-SET-slope is depicted (note the logarithmic
scale of the y axis). Here also, a highly nonlinear behavior
is found with pre-SET-slope values ranging from 10−10 A=s
for voltages around −0.8 V to around 1 A=s for voltages
below −1.1 V, thus changing by more than 10 orders of
magnitude. For higher pulse amplitudes, determining the
pre-SET slope becomes rather difficult. As can be seen in
Fig. 7, there is a strong hyperbolic correlation between
the pre-SET-slope and tSET, with pre-SET-slope ¼
2.58 μA=tSET (the fit is the black dashed line). This
correlation corresponds to a fixed overall current change
ΔI ¼ 2.58 μA during the degradation, which is in good
accord with the median ΔI of 2.02 μA directly extracted
from the current transients, although the spread is rather
high (first quartile, 0.16 μA; third quartile, 4.69 μA). This
rather fixed ΔI explains the difficulty in determining the
pre-SET-slope for higher amplitudes, as the effect of the
degradation becomes smaller compared to the already
higher HRS currents at these voltages. In addition, the
noise level of the faster-pulse setup is higher, being on the
order of around 1 μA. The third parameter extracted from
the current transient [see Fig. 2(d)] is the transition time
ttrans of the SET event, which is defined as the period
between tSET and the time where 90% of the maximum
absolute LRS current is reached. The dependency of ttrans
on the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 6(c). For low pulse
amplitudes, the transition takes up to 100 s and decreases
rapidly down to about 50 ns at −1.2 V.
Figure 8 shows the voltage dependence of the pre-SET-
slope measured on the Ta=TaOx=Pt devices already men-
tioned in Sec. II. The trend is very similar to the one
TABLE I. Simulation model parameters.
Symbol Value Symbol Value
lcell 8 nm A 6.01 × 105 A=ðm2K2Þ
ldisc 3 nm ε 17 ε0
rfil 10 nm εϕB 5.5 ε0
zVo 2 eϕBn0 0.3 eV
a 0.6 nm eϕn 0.1 eV
ν0 8.3 × 1012 Hz μn 1.75 × 10−4 m2=ðVsÞ
ΔWA 1.3 eV ΔWac 0.03 eV
Ndisc;min 8 × 1024 m−3 Rcontact 2 kΩ
Ndisc;max 5 × 1026 m−3 Rth;eff 11.9 × 106 K=W
Nplug 5 × 1026 m−3 T0 293 K
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observed in the STO devices (additional measurements on
different samples can be found in Figs. S2 and S3 in the
Supplemental Material [28]).
The measurement results on STO are compared to the
simulation results obtained with the compact model [see the
red lines in Figs. 6(a)–6(c)]. The overall agreement is good,
validating the used model within the scope of this work. To
explain the measured behavior, the simulation results are
analyzed in detail below. Therefore, the current responses
to eight voltage pulses, with amplitudes ranging from −0.8
to −1.5 V and a rise time of 10 ns are simulated [see
Fig. 9(a)]. At any time t; the present change in current is
described by the derivative ∂IðtÞ=∂t, whereas the total
change in current compared to the starting level is given as
ΔIðtÞ=Δt ¼ ½IðtÞ − Iplateau start=ðt − tplateau startÞ. To com-
pare the kind of ongoing change in current, the relation
of present change to total change ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt is a
good indicator. It is calculated using equidistant time steps
in the simulation. A ratio of 2 signifies that the current is
changing twice as much in the next time step as in the
whole time Δt before. To identify the SET time and the pre-
SET-slope in simulation, two criteria are defined. The point
in time with a ratio of ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt ¼ 100 is used
for all pulses as the SET time. The resulting SET time
depending on the pulse voltage is sketched together with
the measurement data in Fig. 6(a), matching the overall
trend of the data. To determine the pre-SET-slope of the
current plateau, a linear fit at the interval between the
beginning of the plateau tplateau start and the point with ratio
½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt ¼ 2 is performed. Figure 9(b) shows
the current transient for an applied voltage of −1.5 V in
blue and a line with the calculated pre-SET-slope in green,
respectively. The two criteria are also marked. Note that the
line with the determined slope is drawn further than the
interval on which it is evaluated. In good agreement with
the measurement results, the fitted slopes from the simu-
lation depend on the applied pulse voltage and increase for
a higher pulse amplitude; see Fig. 6(b). To show these
different slopes exemplarily in one plot, the current
transients each normalized to their value at the beginning
of the plateau are shown in Fig. 9(c). In this regime, a linear
slope is apparent that depends on the voltage amplitude.
The discontinuities are due to the numerical precision
restriction, as the change in current is very small. The
simulation results for the transition time ttrans are depicted
in Fig. 6(c) alongside the experimental data. The parameter
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is obtained as the difference between the point in time with
the ratio ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt ¼ 2 and the one where the
current reaches 90% of the absolute maximum.
To explain the linear slope in the current before the SET,
current I, temperature T, and oxygen-vacancy concentra-
tion in the disc Ndisc for the voltage pulses of −0.8 and−1.5 V are depicted in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively.
The variation in current is induced by an increase in disc
concentration and temperature, as both lower the overall
resistance. The nonvolatile change in resistance before the
switching event in the measured data can be explained by
the change in the model’s state variable Ndisc. On the
contrary, a sole variation in temperature always leads to
volatile change of the system and thus cannot be the origin
of the observed slope. There is an overshoot in temperature
with a varying magnitude during the abrupt current rise that
is not a numerical artifact. The change in temperature is
affected by both the rise in current and the concurrent drop
in voltage Vdisc [see Eq. (12)], causing opposing trends.
Although the current, the temperature, and the SET time
differ strongly for the various pulse voltages, the overall
process is quite similar. Normalizing the current to its start
value and the time to the SET time gives a uniform curve
shape, as illustrated in Fig. 10(c). This result underlines that
the model used is a deterministic one. Statistical aspects of
the SET may stem from different initial conditions in the
HRS regarding, e.g., the filament shape [27,44].
The increase in vacancy concentration is field- and
temperature-driven. Both field and temperature enhance-
ment in the process of ion migration lead to a nonlinearity
in switching time. But assuming exclusively field-driven
migration leads to only a weak nonlinearity of very few
orders of magnitude in time [15]. Consequently, the high
nonlinearity in switching time of 8 orders of magnitude,
with voltages between −0.8 and −1.5 V [shown in
Fig. 6(a)], can be explained only with temperature enhance-
ment. To separate the two contributions on the SET
transients, the current transient for Vpulse ¼ − 1.5 V is
simulated with a model that equals the model described
above, except that the temperature T is not increased by
Joule heating, so that T ¼ T0 is valid at all times [see
Fig. 11(a)]. Naturally, without any temperature enhance-
ment, the SET time increases, but the more important factor
is that no abrupt switching takes place. Instead, a gradual
transition over several orders of magnitude in time leads to
the LRS. A gradual SET in place of an abrupt one also
occurs when a SET sweep is simulated without considering
Joule heating (see Fig. S6 in the Supplemental Material
[28]). Consequently, an abrupt switching event is the result
of a thermal runaway. This process is characterized by a
positive feedback, as the current rise increases the local
temperature, causing a faster change in oxygen-vacancy
concentration and thereby increasing the current even
further. In the case of a thermal runaway, relating the
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present change to the total change ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt
gives a monotonically increasing curve, as shown in
Fig. 11(b). On the contrary, the gradual transition for the
solely field-driven simulation is characterized by a decreas-
ing ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt, as no positive but a negative
feedback exists between the current rise and the driving
force. The increase in current results in a decrease in disc
resistance Rdisc and voltage Vdisc. Thus, the electric field
across the disc as a driving force for further ion movement
and further resistance decrease is reduced, resulting in a
negative feedback. In contrast, a short time interval slightly
before and after t ¼ 103 s shows a slightly increasing
½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt since a small positive feedback
exists. In that interval, the electric field increases as the
increase in current dominates over the decrease in disc
resistance (see Fig. S7 in the Supplemental Material [28]).
Outside the boundaries that are marked with dashed lines in
Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), the derivative ½∂IðtÞ=∂t is zero or is
so small that calculating ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt generates
numerical problems.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, this paper presents a detailed discussion of
the transient currents during the SET process in oxide-based
VCM-type resistive switches, utilizing Pt=SrTiO3=TiN
cells as model material. The experimental results are
supported by measurements on four additional devices,
among them TaOx-and ZrOx-based devices. This occur-
rence suggests that the observed phenomena are part of the
general VCM switching. Phenomenologically, the SET
consists of two nonvolatile processes, a gradual degradation
of the HRS followed by a prominent and much faster
runaway, which are actually of the same physical origin.
In addition, it is shown that the duration of the runaway
process called transition time is highly dependent on the
applied voltage and increases for a decreasing pulse
amplitude. To summarize, we describe the SET process
by three parameters, the pre-SET-slope that describes the
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gradual process, the SET time tSET marking the beginning of
the runaway, and the time necessary for the transition ttrans.
Through variation of the applied pulse amplitude, we
demonstrate that both the pre-SET-slope and ttrans have a
highly nonlinear voltage dependence, as was shown for
tSET in earlier works. An in-depth analysis of the pre-SET-
slope reveals a hyperbolic correlation to tSET that points
towards a defined increase of the current in HRS ΔI
preceding the runaway. If higher voltages are applied,
the pre-SET-slope is often unnoticed because it is easily
obscured by scattering in the current signal.
By means of a physics-based dynamical compact model,
we reproduce the experimentally measured transient current
during a SET pulse and the voltage dependency of the above-
mentioned parameters used to describe it. By analysis of
the model’s state variable, it is found that the pre-SET-slope
originates from an increasing oxygen vacancy concentration
in the disc region, thus increasing its conductivity in a
nonvolatile manner. Consequently, the existence of a non-
volatile degradation process in the pre-SET regime can be
seen as a clear indication that the HRS is dominated by the
filament and not by any unrelated parallel current paths.
The abrupt increase of the current during the runaway at tSET
is the result of a positive feedback that is triggered by Joule
heating. Checking for ½∂IðtÞ=∂t=½ΔIðtÞ=Δt to increase
monotonically is described as an option for identifying a
positive feedback crucial for a runaway. Consistently, a
simulation without Joule heating and only field acceleration
leads to purely gradual switching.
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